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Additive Representations on Rank-Ordered Sets. 
I. The Algebraic Approach 

PETER WAKKER 

Unhrersif~ qf Nijtnegen 

This paper considers additive conjoint measurement on subsets of Cartesian products 
containing “rank-ordered’ n-tuples. Contrary to what has often been thought, additive 
conjoint measurement on subsets of Cartesian products has characteristics different from 
additive conjoint measurement on full Cartesian products. tf’1 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 

1. HISTORY, MOTIVATION, AND PREVIEW 

In Section 6.13 of Krantz, Lute, Suppes, & Tversky (1971) (hereafter abbreviated 
KLST) three open problems of additive conjoint measurement were formulated. 
The second problem, regarding additive conjoint measurement on subsets of 
Cartesian products, is the topic of this paper. Following KLST we use an algebraic 
setup, i.e., as technical conditions we assume restricted solvability and (versions of) 
the Archimedean axiom.’ Section 6.5.5 of KLST points out the importance of 
additive conjoint measurement on subsets of Cartesian products. Interest has 
increased during the last decade because of new developments in the literature on 
decision making under risk/uncertainty. There independence is often required to 
hold only within certain subsets. 

The following phenomena, typical for subsets of Cartesian products, deviate from 
the classical results on full Cartesian products. 

1. The traditional axioms of additive conjoint measurement do not 
necessarily imply additive representability if the equivalence classes are not 
“connected.” This holds even if the domain is “full-dimensional” and connected: see 
Remark 111.7.8 in Wakker (1989b). Figure 2 in Wakker (1990e) uses a domain that 
is rich enough to satisfy restricted solvability. 

2. Another reason that the traditional axioms need not imply additive 
representability is that, loosely speaking, an additive representing function may be 
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“driven to cc or -co” at boundary points. This is shown below in Theorem 3(i), 
and Examples 25b and 2%. 

3. Uniqueness results can differ from the prevailing ordinal/interval scales, 
contrary to claims in the literature. In Example 25a additive representations can be 
increased arbitrarily at maximal extreme alternatives, and can be decreased 
arbitrarily at minimal extreme alternatives. In Example 26 the additive representa- 
tion is an ordinal scale, and each separate additive value function is an ordinal 
( =interval there) scale independent of the other additive value functions. 

The most important cases of subsets of Cartesian products are presently the rank- 
ordered subsets; these are the topic of the present paper. The reason for their 
importance is that many current approaches in decision making under risk/uncer- 
tainty allow probabilities, or transforms thereof, to depend on the ranking of the 
associated outcomes. Thus the usual additive representability only applies to 
“comonotonic” subsets, i.e., subsets of alternatives (acts, distributions, . ...) that have 
a fixed ordering of outcomes. Many authors independently developed these rank- 
dependent models in the last decade. Examples from the psychological literature are 

[l] Lute (1988) (extending Lute & Narens, 1985); Formulas 7a, 7b, and 8 
in the former are equivalent to Choquet expected utility as described in Wakker 
(1989b, Formulas VI.2.7 and VI.2.11, and in the text above the latter formula). The 
original term “dual bilinear” has now been changed to “rank-dependent,” in 
accordance with economic terminology. 

Examples from the economic literature are 

[2] Quiggin ( 1982) (decision making under risk), 

[3] Yaari (1987) (decision making under risk), 

[4] Allais (1988) (decision making under risk), 

[S] Schmeidler (1989, first version 1982) (decision making under uncertainty), 
[6] Weymark (1981) (measurement of inequality/welfare theory). 

In fuzzy set theory we found 

[7] Yager (1988) (multiattribute utility theory), 
[8] Murofushi & Sugeno (1989) (referring to the early Hijhle (1982) for the 

Choquet-integral idea). 

The following references build on (some of) the above ones, as indicated by 
square brackets. For decision making under risk: Miyamoto (1988; [ 11); Chew 
(1989; [2, 3, 6]), Chew & Epstein (1989a, 1989b; [2, 3, 6]), Green & Jullien (1988; 
[2, 3]), Segal (1989; [2, 3]k2 and many others building on these works. For 
decision making under uncertainty: Gilboa (1987; [S]), Wakker (1989a, 1989b 
Chapter VI, 1989~ (extending to infinite state spaces); [S]), Becker & Sarin (1989; 
[S]), Chateauneuf (1990a; [S]), Nakamura (1990a; [S]). For welfare theory or the 

’ Theorem 1 in Segal (1989) is incorrect, hence the correctness of Theorem 2 is an open question 
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measurement of inequality: Ebert (1988a, 1988b; [6]). For dynamic decision 
making: Gilboa (1989; [S]). For fuzzy set theory: Wakker (1990a; [5]). Wakker 
(1990b) pointed out that rank-dependence under risk is a special case of 
rank-dependence under uncertainty. The earliest of the above references, Weymark 
(1981), was brought to our attention by Chew & Epstein (1989a). We inferred from 
the text below their Theorem 1 that Weymark’s Theorem 3 is a predecessor of 
Yaari (1987). Also Chew & Epstein mention the earlier use of L-estimators in 
robust statistics. L-estimators are linear combinations of rank-ordered random 
variables, thus are special cases of (linear-utility) rank-dependent forms analogous 
to those characterized in Weymark (1981) and Yaari (1987). 

Several of the above references already used additive conjoint measurement on 
rank-ordered subsets. But the intricacies of the topic have not been well understood. 
Example 25 below provides a counterexample to Chew & Epstein (1989b, 
Theorem A), Green & Jullien (1988, Lemma in the Appendix), Quiggin (1989, 
Proposition 4) and Nakamura (1990a, Lemma 2).3 The problem illustrated by the 
example is not very fundamental. (Wakker (1990e) comments on incorrect methods 
of proofs.) Theorem 4(c) below shows that the aforementioned results of Green & 
Jullien and Quiggin can be corrected by addition of the strong Archimedean axiom; 
note that the algebraic setup of the current paper includes as special case the 
topological setups of the mentioned papers. Corollary 6 (plus Remark 23) below 
shows that Lemma 2 in Nakamura (1990a) can be straightforwardly corrected, and 
that his main results are correct. Theorem 4(a) below supplements the proofs of 
Ebert (1988a, p. 162, 1.4/5, and 1988b, Theorem 3). The essential techniques of the 
proof in this paper were already used in Wakker (1989a, 1989b). Related methods 
of proof have been developed, independently, in Nakamura (1990a), and in 
Miyamoto (1988) for the case of two coordinates. Wakker (1986) may be the 
earliest work using this method of proof. The three references just mentioned all 
consider specific setups where the additive value functions are proportional 
(compare Corollary 6 below). Hence, general additive conjoint measurement results 
are not easily distilled from those proofs. Recently in Segal (1990), for the case of 
Euclidean spaces, results have been given for open connected subsets that have all 
indifference surfaces, and all intersections with hyperplanes perpendicular to an 
axis, connected. This includes interiors of rank-ordered sets as a special case. Also, 
a condition is given to exclude the “driven to cc or -co” phenomenon in special 
cases (any “extreme coordinate” occurs in three alternatives where the first strictly 
dominates the second, and the second the third, on each other coordinate). These 
cases do not include all boundary points in rank-ordered sets, in particular not the 
extreme alternatives. Doignon & Falmagne (1974) studied difference measurement, 
i.e., additive conjoint measurement for two dimensions where the second additive 
value function is minus the first, on subsets of Cartesian products. One difference 
with this paper is that difference measurement satisfies a “reversed” monotonicity 

3 Wakker (199Of, Example 3) gives an analogous infinite-dimensional counterexample to Theorem 1 in 
Segal (1989). 
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condition. Additive representation on subsets of Cartesian products when 
probability distributions over alternatives are available, and are evaluated by 
expected utility, have been studied in Fishburn (1976), and the references therein. 
For Cartesian products containing finitely many elements, necessary and sufficient 
conditions are known for additive representability, that apply as well to subsets of 
Cartesian products. See KLST (Chapter IX), Scott (1964), and many other 
references. These were extended to necessary and sufficient conditions for arbitrary 
countable subsets of Cartesian products in Jaffray (1974b, for two dimensions; 
1974a, for arbitrary finite dimensions); the latter also gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for uncountable full Cartesian products, as well as suggestions for 
uncountable subsets. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Subsection 2.1 the set of rank-ordered alter- 
natives is introduced. Subsection 2.2 gives technical definitions, including a new 
Archimedean axiom. Subsection 2.3 gives the most important intuitive conditions: 
CI and generalized triple cancellation. Subsection 2.4 gives the main results. The 
major part of the proof of the main results is carried out in Section 3. Section 4 
completes the proofs. Section 5 gives elucidations. 

2. THE MAIN RESULT 

2.1. Rank-Ordered Alternatives; Extreme Alternatives 

Let % be a nonempty set, with elements called outcomes. Let 3’ be a weak order 
on W’, with >‘, <‘, <‘, m’ as usual. Let n > 2. An n-tuple (x1, . . . . x,) E 5%‘” is rank- 
ordered if xi +I... +‘x,, and is then called a rank-ordered alternative. The set 
of rank-ordered alternatives is denoted as U:. See Fig. 1. Since non-rank-ordered 
alternatives are not considered in this paper, we simply say alternative instead of 
rank-ordered alternative. 

An outcome c( is maximal if /? >’ a for no outcome 8, a is minimal if fl<’ a for 

(1,1) 

FIG. 1. Let n = 2, V = [0, 11. U;z is the dashed area, i.e. {(Xl. x2) :x,2x2}. 
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no outcome p. Note that a rank-ordered alternative with maximal n th coordinate 
must have all of its coordinates maximal, and a rank-ordered alternative with minimal 
first coordinate must have all of its coordinates minimal. We call such alternatives 
extreme. We shall see in this paper, where the set under consideration is a rank- 
ordered subset of a Cartesian product, that complications and new phenomena can 
occur for extreme alternatives. 

We consider a binary (preference) relation 3 on a subset X of %‘F. X will contain 
all alternatives except the extreme ones in, firstly, Theorem 4(b), secondly, the proof 
of Theorem 4(b) in Section 3 and Subsection 4.1, and, thirdly, in part of Exam- 
ple 26. In the remainder of the paper the extreme alternatives will be included. The 
binary relations >, 6, <, - will be as usual. Often a “constant” alternative 
(4 . . . . CI) will be identified with the outcome CLE %. Transitivity, completeness, and 
the monotonicity assumption in this paper will guarantee that +’ and 3 are in 
agreement, i.e., (a, . . . . a) > (8, . . . . fl) a a >’ 8, (a, . . . . a) - (8, . . . . /?) => a -’ 8. Hence we 
will often omit the accent, and write for instance a 3 fi instead of a 3’ fl. The tricky 
introduction with +’ was necessary since prior to defining 3 we needed the set X, 
but prior to defining rank-orderedness and the set X we already needed +‘, the 
ordering of outcomes in agreement with the ordering of constant alternatives. 

2.2. Technical Definitions of Additive Conjoint Measurement 

In this subsection we give technical definitions, all adapted to arbitrary subsets 
E of Cartesian products. If E is the entire domain X of 3, then “on E” is often 
omitted below. R : = R u ( - co, cc } is endowed with the usual addition and multi- 
plication rules, and ordering; cc - cc is undefined and will not occur. 

Throughout, let E c G??F. 3 is a weak order on E if it is transitive on E 
(Vx,y,z~E: [x+y,y+z]=[x+z]) and complete (Vx,y~E:x+y or y+x). 
A function V represents 3 on E if E is contained in the domain of V, V’s range 
is R, and x by o V(x) > V(y). A function V is additive on E if, on E, 
V: .X w  CJ=, Vj(xj) for some functions V, , . . . . V, to IR; the Vi’s must obviously con- 
tain the projections of E in their domain. If an additive function represents 3, then 
the V;s are called additive value functions. A function V is an interval scale (or 
“cardinal”) if, loosely speaking, it “can be replaced” by any function z + aV for 
real r and positive 0. If an additive function is an interval scale, then the additive 
value functions will be “joint interval scales”; i.e., varying arbitrary real numbers 
(“locations”) can be added to each of them, and they can be multiplied by a joint 
positive factor (“scale”). The above two uniqueness results correspond to each 
other, we shall usually make explicit the result applying to the additive function. 

If in the above definitions the range of V (and V;s) is w  instead of R, then V is 
called an extended representation, respectively extended additive representation, and 
the V;s are called extended additive value functions. It may occur in this paper that 
one additive value function contains co in its range, another -co. The rank- 
ordered shape of the domain of the additive representation will then guarantee that 
never cc - co will occur in evaluations of alternatives. 

We write X_~CI for x with xi replaced by a, and, for i#j, x_,,,a, fl for x with X, 

480’35’4.7 
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replaced by a, xi replaced by B. “For all xeio! (such that...)” is short for “for all i, 
x, a (such that ~-~a...).” If some of the involved variables have already been defined 
then no quantification over them should be taken; if this is clear from the context 
we do not make it explicit. The same remarks apply to “there exists” as to “for all.” 

3 satisfies restricted solvability on E if, for all x _ ic1, y, x _ i y E E: 

x~,a>y~x~;y~3x~,~~E:x~,~-y. (1) 

Coordinate i is inessential on E (with respect to 3) if [Vx, X-~CL E E : x N ~_~a]. The 
opposite of inessential is essential. 

The binary relation + satisfies strong monotonicity, or monotonicity for short, on 
E if 

Cf+P*X-jU+X-ifi 

for all X-~CI, x-J? E E. Since the only version of monotonicity occurring in this 
paper will be strong monotonicity, the adjective “strong” is usually omitted. On sets 
E that are “rich enough,” monotonicity implies that all coordinates are essential. 
Analogously a function V satisfies strong monotonicity, or monotonicity for short, on 
E if 

~3 Be V(X-ia)> V(X-ip) 

for all X-~CI, x-~/?E E. 
Next we adapt the traditional Archimedean axiom of KLST to rank-ordered 

subsets, analogously to Miyamoto (1988). As a preparation we define a standard 
sequence; a standard sequence may be infinite or finite of any length. For coor- 
dinate j we call tl’, rx2, . . . . a standard sequence (on coordinate j) with respect to 3 on 
EC%?‘, if there exist x, i#j, and vi + WOE%‘, such that x~~,~~~,~~~x~~,~w~,c~~+’ 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . with furthermore all involved alternatives contained in E. 
A standard sequence on coordinate j is bounded (on E) if there exist clsup and ~~~~ 
such that asup + ak 3 ainr for all k with c?“P = xj, ainf = yj for some x, y E E. The 
Archimedean axiom requires that every bounded standard sequence is finite. This is 
obviously necessary for additive (real-valued) representability, since the preferences 
involved in a standard sequence imply that the differences Vj(akt ‘) - Vj(ak) are 
constant. We show that on rank-ordered subsets this traditional Archimedean 
axiom is not strong enough to guarantee that additive representations are real- 
valued. The reason is that the structure is not rich enough to reveal all the required 
equalities of V,-differences; see Fig. 4. One might strengthen the Archimedean 
axiom by considering, more generally, standard sequences derived from equivalences 
~-~~l~~y_~a~+’ (with not X-~CZ’ “~-~a’), for all k= 1,2, . . . . with again all 
involved alternatives contained in E. Both on full Cartesian products, and on rank- 
ordered subsets, the resulting Archimedean axiom turns out to be equivalent to the 
one above in the presence of the other conditions. So it does not give the desired 
strengthening. On a rank-ordered subset the following strengthening will suffh to 
reveal all required inequalities of V,-differences. For coordinate j we call ai, IX*, . . . . 
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a second-order accelerating sequence (on coordinate j) with respect to 3 on E c W’, 
if for every k there exists a standard sequence (PI, f12, . ..) on coordinate j with 
respect to $ on E, such that either, for some m, m’, 1 E N, /?” 4 uk < uk+ ’ < pm+’ 
and u~+~</P’</P”+‘<u~+~, or this holds with everywhere + instead of <. We 
might use the term “second-order standard sequence” if we would put equivalences 
instead of the two extreme preferences in both triples of preferences above. Using 
second-order standard sequences instead of second-order accelerating sequences in 
the Archimedean axiom below would make it too weak; this can be inferred from 
an analogue of Example 111.6.8b in Wakker (1989b). In the topological setup it will 
suffice though; see Wakker (1990e). The strong Archimedean axiom requires that 
every bounded second-order accelerating sequence is finite. We have abstained from 
the more accurate, but intractable, term “second-order acceleration Archimedean 
axiom.” Since any standard sequence is a second-order accelerating sequence, the 
strong Archimedean axiom implies the usual one. Again the axiom is necessary for 
additive representability: under additive representability the absolute value of 
Vi-differences of subsequent outcomes in a second-order accelerating sequence is 
nondecreasing. Unfortunately the condition is complicated and not very appealing. 
It is one step closer to the general, but very complicated, conditions for additive 
representability as provided in Jaffray (1974a, 1974b). Still, since there is great 
interest in additive representation on rank-ordered subsets nowadays, and since the 
condition allows the correction of several results in the literature, we have decided 
to present it. 

2.3. Intuitive Axioms for Additive Conjoint Measurement 

In this subsection we present the most important characterizing conditions, CI 
and generalized triple cancellation, two special cases of the “cancellation axioms” of 
KLST. For n = 2 the condition below is identical to triple cancellation as in KLST. 
The present formulation of triple cancellation allows the derivation of a general 
theorem, applying simultaneously to all n > 2. 

DEFINITION 1. We say + satisfies generalized triple cancellation on E c W’ if 

X-iU<Y-iB 8L V-icl+ W-ffi 

8L X-iy$y-iS * vpiy+ w-;6 

for all X_~CL ,..., w_,~EE. 

As shown in Wakker (1989b), generalized triple cancellation is equivalent to the 
requirement that no coordinate should reveal “contradictory (comparisons of) 
tradeoffs.” If n > 3 then in our results generalized triple cancellation can be 
weakened to the following well-known condition: $ is coordinate independent (CZ) 
on E if x -ic( +y -io! ox -ifl 3 y -ip for all involved alternatives contained in E. 
That, given reflexivity, CI indeed is implied by generalized triple cancellation can 
be seen from setting, in the definition of generalized triple cancellation, c1= /I, y = S, 
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x=y=v. “Coordinate independence” abbreviates “independence of equal coor- 
dinates.” On full finite Cartesian products this implies that preferences are inde- 
pendent of all equal/common coordinates, simply because common coordinates can 
be replaced one by one by other common coordinates, applying CI each time. The 
latter was called “independence of equal subalternatives” in Wakker (1989b). On 
general subsets of Cartesian products CI does not have to imply independence of 
equal subalternatives because needed “intermediate” alternatives may not be 
available. As an example, say we have (1, l,O,O)>(l, 1, -1, l)>(O,O, -1, l)> 
(0, 0, 0, 0), with no other alternatives available. CI is trivially satisfied, but the two 
outer preferences show that preferences are not independent of common subalter- 
natives. On sets of rank-ordered alternatives as considered in this paper, CI 
nevertheless does imply independence of equal subalternatives. To see this, let 
.x+ y, and let xi =yi for all coordinates i in A c { 1, . . . . n}. Let the alternatives that 
result from x, y by replacing simultaneously all their coordinates xi =yi, ic A by 
coordinates zi also be rank-ordered. Then we can also replace the coordinates one 
by one, as follows. First we replace the x, = y,‘s that are preferred to the z,‘s, one 
by one, “from right to left,” i.e., first for the largest coordinate i as such, next for 
the second largest coordinate i, etc., until all ?si =vi+ I?; have been taken care of. 
Each intermediate alternative was rank-ordered. Next we replace analogously the 
xi = y;s that are not preferred to the zi’s, one by one, “from left to right.” Each 
replacement, by CI, does not alter the preference. 

2.4. The Main Results 

One assumption in the main theorems below, not needed in additive representa- 
tions on full Cartesian products, concerns the monotonicity conditions, together 
with the related fact that all n product sets are the same set ‘4?. This should be no 
surprise, for without additional structure the very definition of rank-ordering would 
be impossible. 

Assumption 2 [Structural Assumption]. V is a nonempty set. 3 is a binary rela- 
tion on a set Xc U: (n > 2) of rank-ordered alternatives, where rank-ordering is 
with respect to a weak order 3’ on V “agreeing” with the binary relation 3 on X 
restricted to constant alternatives. 

THEOREM 3. Let the structural assumption 2 hold with X= 9?:. Let > satisfy 
restricted solvability on X. The following two statements are equivalent: 

(i) There exists an extended monotonic additive representation for 3 on X 
that is real-valued for all nonextreme alternatives. 

(ii) The binary relation 3 is a weak order satisfying monotonicity, the 
Archimedean axiom, and generalized triple cancellation. 

If n > 3 then generalized triple cancellation in statement (ii) can be weakened to CL 
Further, the additive representation in (i) is an interval scale on V:\(extreme 

alternatives) unless > on % has exactly two equivalence classes and n > 3. To the 
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equivalence class of maximal alternatives any value is assigned greater than the values 
of the other alternatives, to the equivalence class of minimal alternatives any value is 
assigned less than the values of the other alternatives. 

Example 26 will show that, if %? has exactly two equivalence classes, then indeed 
the additive representation is not an interval scale on %\{extreme elements}, the 
trivial case of n 6 3 excepted. (If n < 3 then %\ {extreme elements) has no more 
than two equivalence classes, so that ordinal = cardinal.) Example 25 shows that 
in statement (i) above indeed non-real-valued representations may occur. The 
following theorem gives conditions to exclude this. 

THEOREM 4. We may add in statement (i) in Theorem 3 that the additive 
representation is everywhere real-valued if we either: 

(a) Add in the theorem the assumption that there are no maximal or minimal 
outcomes, or 

(b) Restrict the domain X of $ to %?r\(extreme alternatives), instead qf U:, 
or 

(c) Strengthen in statement (ii) the Archimedean axiom to the strong 
Archimedean axiom. 

Each of these changes gives again equivalent statements (i) and (ii). 

The complicated strong Archimedean axiom instead of the usual one is needed 
only for the maximal and minimal alternatives. Let us give an alternative condition, 
a boundedness condition, to guarantee real values at extreme alternatives. The 
condition does not give a representation result in the strict sense because it is not 
directly in terms of the observable primitive, the preference relation. 

PROPOSITION 5. The extended monotonic additive representation in Theorem 3(i) 
can he taken real-valued if and only if it is bounded above on %YF\ (extreme alter- 
natives) whenever a maximal outcome exists, and bounded below on %y\(extreme 
alternatives) whenever a minimal outcome exists. 

Again, the proportionality condition used in the corollary below is not directly 
in terms of the preference relation. Conditions that are equivalent to it, and that are 
directly formulated in terms of the preference relation, have been given in Wakker 
(1986, 1989a, 1989b), for the topological approach by “comonotonic cardinal 
coordinate independence” or “comonotonic noncontradictory tradeoffs” and by 
Miyamoto (1988), for the algebraic approach when n = 2, by Axiom 10. Each of 
these conditions is a small variation on the standard sequence invariance condition 
in Theorem 6.15(i) of KLST, restricted to rank-ordered subsets. Also Chateauneuf’s 
(1990b) A.5.1 is in this spirit. Nakamura (1990a, 1990b) gave necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the algebraic approach by variations on the bisymmetry 
axiom of Pfanzagl (1968) as also studied in Section 6.9 of KLST. Also 

480,35.4-X 
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Chew’s (1989) “weak commutativity” and Quiggin’s (1982) independence are of this 
nature. Finally, Quiggin (1989, Proposition 5) shows how to characterize the case 
where additive value functions are identical, thus propertional, by finding a way to 
adapt the symmetry axiom from full Cartesian products to rank-ordered subsets. 

COROLLARY 6. The extended monotonic additive representation in Theorem 3(i) 
can be taken real-valued everywhere if the additive value functions on U:\ {extreme 
alternatives > are proportional. 

Finally we give a discrete result. The equahy spaced case applies if there exist two 
outcomes cl’ >cr” such that cl’ > /?> ~1’ for no outcome fi. In the presence of the 
other conditions, this will imply that the range of every additive value function can 
be taken as an interval within the integers, which explains its name. The result 
below adapts Theorem 3 of Wakker (1990~) to rank-ordered subsets. It is 
remarkable that generalized triple cancellation/C1 can simply be omitted in the 
equally spaced case. This was also observed in Doignon & Falmagne (1974, end of 
Section II) for the context of difference measurement, as well as in Wakker (1990~) 
for full Cartesian products. The “weak separability condition” in the latter reference 
is implied by monotonicity. 

COROLLARY 7. In the equally spaced case the extended monotonic additive 
representation in Theorem 3(i) can be taken real-valued. The conditions of generalized 
triple cancellation/CI in statement (ii) can be omitted; they are implied by the other 
conditions. The range of every additive value function can be taken as an interval 
within the integers. The additive value functions can be taken identical. All this also 
holds for Theorem 4(b), i.e., with X= U:\ (extreme alternatives) as domain for +. 

3. PROOF OF (ii)+(i), AND THE UNIQUENESS RESULTS, 
FOR THE CASE n 2 3 WITH CI INSTEAD OF 

GENERALIZED TRIPLE CANCELLATION, IN THEOREM 4(b) 

This section addresses the major part of the proof of the main theorems, i.e., the 
implication (ii)*(i) in Theorem 4(b) for the case n > 3 and with CI. Also we 
establish the uniqueness results for this case, the case where G? has two equivalence 
classes excepted; the latter case is dealt with in Example 26. 

Let us first point out that, if all outcomes are equivalent, then by monotonicity 
all alternatives are equivalent, and the result of the theorem is trivial. So we assume 
throughout this section: 

Assumption 8. 3 on V has at least three equivalence classes. The structural 
assumtion 2 holds with X=+ZT\{extreme alternatives} and n>, 3. 3 is a weak 
order, it satisfies restricted solvability, the Archimedean axiom, monotonicity, 
and CI. 
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We shall derive statement (i) in Theorem 4(b). A final terminology is the 
following. We call /I between c( and y if ~13 b+y or y 3 p+ucl; we say strictly 
between if the preferences are strict. 

3.1. The Equally Spaced Case; Proof of Corollary 7 

In this subsection we assume we are in the following case, as considered in 
Corollary 7, given Assumption 8. Let us repeat that, if there is only one equivalence 
class in %, then everything follows directly from monotonicity; for two equivalence 
classes see Example 26. 

Case 1. The equally spaced case applies. 

So there exist two outcomes a1 > a0 such that IX’ >/I > ~1’ for no outcome /I. This 
subsection adapts the proof in Wakker (1990~) to the case of rank-ordered sets. 

LEMMA 9. Let a > y, cr > z. Let w -i,ia, z > w -,,iy, O. Then there exists B strictly 
between a and y such that w -i,,B, T  N w -;,jY, CJ. 

Proof: Apply restricted solvability to the implied preferences u’~~,~cI, z > 
W Pi,iy, 0 > w  _ i,iy, z. Note that the latter alternative is rank-ordered. 1 

We also have 

ila>z: u’Li,ja’, Z>M’Li.jao, 0 (2) 

because that would imply, by Lemma 9, existence of /I strictly between cz” and ,I. 
Now we construct a kind of standard sequence. We start with the outcomes 
preferred to cll. Set M’ := (a’, . . . . a1 ). Suppose we have already constructed 
@k >OI’ for some k 2 1, and there exists p>ak. By (2) we must have 
M’-lnak,al<W _ ,,n /I, ~1’. By Lemma 9 there exists ak+’ > ak such that w  _, II~k, cl’ 

k+l 0 
* w-,.,a ,a. There can be no outcome /I strictly between ak and 
ak+ ‘(substitute /? for ak+’ . m the last equivalence and apply (2)). We can induc- 
tively continue this process. Either it will give an infinite sequence, for which there 
can be no upper bound by the Archimedean axiom, or the sequence will stop at a 
maximal tlk. 

Next we consider the outcomes dispreferred to GI’. Now we set MI : = (a’, . . . . 01’) 
and we construct analogously K’, . . . . such that wP ,,” x’, tl Pk - wP ,,nao, apk+ ’ for 
all k. Either this gives an infinite sequence, for which there can be no lower bound 
by the Archimedean axiom, or the sequence will stop at a minimal I.-~‘. 

Note that the choice of the ak’s is unique only up to equivalence; we could have 
replaced any ak by any /Ik - ak. This would affect nothing relevant in our analysis. 
As in Wakker (199Oc), the crucial observation is as follows: 

Remark 10. For any a’ and a’+ ’ there is no outcome strictly between them. So, 
loosely speaking, a- *-+’ is the direct follower of a’. For any outcome p there is an 
a’ N B. 
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This shows that the construction of the “quasi-standard sequence” is inde- 
pendent, up to equivalent outcomes, of the particular way of construction. 

For any outcome /I and any j (j # 1 if p is minimal, j # n if fl is maximal) we 
define V,(b) =Z with ~1” -8. It suffices to show that these are additive value 
functions on the grid alternatives; i.e., the alternatives with all coordinates of the 
form CC’. 

The following equivalence follows directly for all involved alternatives from 
Lemma 9 and Remark 10. 

wpjja=, a”+‘- w  ..i.jaz+‘, a=‘. (3) 

In words, for “tradeoffs of size one” indeed the additive value functions represent 
equivalences in the right way. Next suppose that for two grid alternatives x, y we 
have C V,(xj) = C V,(yj). To show that x, y are equivalent, we show that x can be 
obtained from y by a number of tradeoffs of size 1, i.e., as in Eq. (3). In the present 
rank-ordered setup this is more complicated than in usual additive conjoint 
measurement; compare Wakker (199Oc, below Eq. (7)) or Wakker (1989b, Step 3.3 
in Section 111.5). The exact details are somewhat tedious. Our method will be 
closely related to the “procedure for transforming x into the direction of y” in the 
proof of Lemma 16; see Figs. 3a and 3b. Say there are yi > xi and xi> yj; if not 
then the result is trivial. Take the smallest such i and the largest such j. If i > 1, then 
xi-,+yiP,+y,>xi; ifj<n, then x,+,<yi+,$yj<xj. These preferences show 
that, with say xi=cC and x,=cr”+‘, x~~,~c(‘+‘, c(” is again a rank-ordered alter- 
native. By (3) it is equivalent to x. We have carried out a “tradeoff of size 1 into 
the direction of y,” without leaving the equivalence class of x and without changing 
the sum of the additive value functions. The procedure can be continued, and will 
stop only if the two alternatives have all outcomes equivalent, i.e., identical. 
Obviously, increasing the sum of the V,‘s leads to a higher equivalence class. So the 
additive function gives an additive representation. 

Finally we derive the uniqueness results. They are trivial for the case of one 
equivalence class of outcomes, and are considered in Example 26 for the case of 
exactly two equivalence classes of outcomes. So let us assume that there are 
al>ao>a-‘, with no outcomes strictly between them. First we set I/, (CC’ ) : = 1, 
and Vj(cro) := 0 for all j, and show that this uniquely determines all Vj’s on their 
domains. We get, by induction with respect to k, Vj(aek) = -k for all j > 1 and 
k > 0 by setting x1 = . . . = x, = a’, xj+ , = . . = x, = a -k, and by the equivalences 
X ~,,jala-k~~~l.jaoa~‘k~l). Next we get, by induction with respect to k, 
Vj(ak)=k for allj<n and k>O by settingx,= ... =x,=ak,x,+,= ... =x,=a’, 
and by the equivalences xpj,naka-ml - xpj,“a k- ‘a’. For all nonminimal a pk (k > 0) 
we get, by induction with respect to k, V’ (a k, = -k, by the equivalences 
(aek, aek, . . . . apk, a-k)-(ap(kp”, aek, . . . . a-k, apckfl)). Analogously, for all 
nonmaximal ak (k > 0) we get, by induction with respect to k, V,(ak) = k, by the 
equivalences (ak, ak, . . . . ak, ak)- (ak+‘, ak, . . . . ak, akp’). Note that by the exclusion 
of extreme alternatives minimal outcomes are not contained in the domain of V,, 
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and maximal outcomes are not contained in the domain of V,. Finally one easily 
verifies that each other choice Vj(ao) = p,j forj = 1, . . . . n, and V, (tl’) = p, > ,u~ would 
uniquely determine an additive representation that is a positive affme transforma- 
tion of the one established above. 

3.2. The Densely Spaced Case 

Case 1, the equally spaced case, has been taken care of in the previous subsection. 
From now on we assume we are in the complement of Case 1, i.e.: 

Case 2 (The Densely Spaced Case). For all outcomes c( >y there exists an 
outcome p such that LX >/I > y. 

Formula (16) below shows that in this case the range of additive representations 
will be dense. Below we closely follow the line of reasoning in Wakker (1989b, Sub- 
sections VI.7.2 and VI.7.3). The following lemma is used in the proof of Lemmas 17 
and 21. 

LEMMA 11. Let there be given x, y, i such that x > y, xi > x, + , if i < n, and xi is 
nonminimal if i = n. Then there exists c1 such that xi> c(, c1> xi+, if i< n, and 
XLi% >y. 

Analogously, suppose x < y, xi < x, _ , if i > 1, and xi is nonmaximal if i = 1. Then 
there exists a such that xi< ~1, a < xi-, if i> 1, and xpic( <v. 

Proof. We prove only the first part. If i = n and xi is nonminimal, define -xi+, 
as any .Y,+~<x~. If xPixi+i>y, then we set cz:= x,+,. So say x_~x~+,<~. By 
restricted solvability there exists /I between xi and x,, , such that xPi b-y. By 
monotonicity, fi <xi. We can, by the assumption of dense spacedness, take 
/I < a < xi. By monotonicity, x _ ,c( > 1’. 1 

We further specify the Case 2 under consideration, i.e., we assume for the time 
being that we are in Case 2.1, as considered in Theorem 4(a): 

Case 2.1 (The Nonmaxmin Densely Spaced Case). There exist no maximal or 
minimal outcomes. 

Case 2.2, the remainder of Case 2, is considered in Subsection 3.6. 

3.3. Additive Representation on Sets E’ 

DEFINITION 12 [See Fig. 21. For 2 E%‘, E’:=Efx...xEi, with Ef := (cLE%‘: 
g ?= Zl>, E,:= {GLE%‘.- 
c+z,). 

.i,P,+a}, and, for all l<j<n, EJ:= {NE%‘::,~~+ 

Note that z, plays no role in the definition of E’, and that coordinates 1 and n are 
essential since there exist no maximal or minimal outcomes. Coordinates 1 and n 
are the only essential coordinates if and only if zi - z,, ~ i, which holds if and only 
if E’ contains a constant alternative; see Fig. 2 and Formula (5) below. 
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(O,O) (1,O) 

D. Let n=2, C=[O,lI. 

E' is Pl,ll~ kl,z,l 

c.Let n=3,c=m. IS== kl,-l x P,, ~~1 x i--r zzl is the rectangle indicated 
with - above, andmbelow the x1,x2-plane. 

FIG. 2. Illustrations of El. Note that zn plays no role. 

LEMMA 13. Let z, >z,- ,. Then there exists an additive representation 
x H c’!= 1 V;(xj) of $ on E’ that is an interval scale. 

ProojI By Theorem 6.13 in KLST the results (4), (5), and (6) below together 
imply the lemma. It is obvious that: 

EL is a Cartesian product, > is a weak order on E’, 3 is CI on E’, 

and 3 satisfies the Archimedean axiom on E’. 

Next we show, using monotonicity: 

(4) 

+ has three or more essential coordinates on E’. (5) 
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Since zi is not maximal, there is xi > zi ; hence 3 has the first coordinate essential 
on E’. Analogously nonminimalness of z,_ i implies essentiality of the nth coor- 
dinate on E’, and z, > z, _ i implies that besides coordinates 1 and 12 one more 
coordinate must be essential. 

Finally we show: 

> satisfies restricted solvability. (6) 

Suppose, for some x _ ;tl, y, x _ iy E E’, x Pi~ > y > x ~ iy. By restricted solvability of 
3 on X, there exists a such that x~/? N y. It staightforwardly follows from 
monotonicity that c1 >fi> y. From this follows that p E Ef, thus X-~/I E E’. 
Restricted solvability of 3 on E’ holds. 1 

3.4, Fitting the Functions V,’ Together, Giving a Global Additive Function which Is 
Locally Representing 

The “local” additive representations through the functions Vj are interval scales, 
so a scale and location constant can still be chosen freely for each of them. In this 
subsection we prove the following lemma, showing that these scales and locations 
can be chosen so that all VTs coincide on common domains. Loosely speaking, the 
domains of these functions have sufficient overlap. Below we do not yet have a 
“global” representation, so we cannot call the Vis additive value functions. 

LEMMA 14. There exists an additive interval scale V: x H c,“= 1 Vj(xi) on X 
which represents 3 on every EZ with three or more essential coordinates; every V, 
represents 3 on its domain %7. 

ProoJ: We fix outcomes /?’ > /3”. 

Stage 1. Choice of “reference points.” 
We fix some r” and r1 such that, obviously, r-7 > r:- , , r: > r:-, ; further E;’ 

contains both /I” and b’, and Et contains fl”; note that by r: > r1 _, , /?” cannot be 
contained in Ei. We choose locations so that Vf(j?‘)=O and VT(/?“) =O. Further 
we choose scale so that V;‘(/I’)= 1. 

Stage 2. Fitting together the Vf’s and Vi’s. 
For ail ZEX with zi>z,-], and for r = r” as well as r = rl, the following 

paragraph applies: 
By CI, and independence of equal subalternatives as implied by CI (see end of 

Subsection 2.3), (Vi, VL) and (Vi, V’,) are additive value functions for the same 
> r il,nj on (E’; n Ef) x (El n ER). Note that both coordinates 1 and n are essential 
on (E; nEf)x (E;nE;) with respect to +jl,ni. This will be used several times, 
without explicit mentioning, in the sequel. This 3 ll.n) satisfies the Archimedean 
axiom and restricted solvability, as follows from the same conditions for 3 on X 
and, mainly, CI and monotonicity. Hence we can use the standard uniqueness 
results from two-dimensional additive representations (see KLST, Theorem 6.2). 
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We first choose locations of all Vf’s, and scales of all (vf , Q’s (thus scales of 
all (VT);= 1) so that Vi’ = Vf on common domain. This includes z = Y’. Next we 
choose locations for all Vi so that they coincide with Vi0 on common domain; this 
includes z = Y’. 

We shall show, even stronger, 

V”; = Vi and V; = P’L on common domain for all s, t for which 

s,>~,~,andt,>t,~,. (7) 

This follows since, on (E; n E: ) x (Et n EA ), ( V;, Vi) and ( Vi, Vi) are additive 
value functions for the same + il,nj, so that they can differ only with respect to 
their locations, and a common scale. However, Vi and Vi coincide (with Vi’) on 
E; n E; n E;‘, and V; and VL coincide (with V; ) on E; n Ei n Et; hence they 
coincide on common domains. 

The rest of this subsection closely follows Wakker (1989b, p. 124). 

Stage 3. Intermediate observation. 
For all s, t with si > s, ~, , t i > t, ._ , and all j, V; and V,’ now have the same scale, 

and differ only with respect to their location, as we shall show: 

For all s, teX with si>s+i and t,>t,-, and lGj<n there exist 
constants zI(s, tj such that on E;n Ei, V;= zi(s, t) + Vi’. (8) 

For j= 1 or j=n, by (7), tl(s, t)=O. So let l<j<n. Then (VT, VJ, V;) and 
( Vi, Vi’, VA) are additive value functions for the same 3 (l,j, ni on (Es n Ei ) x 
(ET n E,!) x (E; n Ei ). So they can differ only by location and common scale. 
However, P’s and Vi, and VS, and Vi, coincide on their common domain (which 
contains more than one equivalence class). The common scales must be the same. 

Stage 4. Choice of location for all V,?s (1 <j < n), having p” in their domain. 
Of course for all Vys as above we choose location such that V,Z(fl”) = 0. Now we 

have 

If VT and Vi have B” in their domain then they coincide on common domain. 

(9) 

This follows directly from (8). 

Stage 5. Choice of location for remaining I/f’s. 
Now let z E X with zi > z, _ i and j be such that 1 <j < n, 6” $ E/;. Consider the 

“boundary element” of E,f that is “closest” to B” (i.e., zj- I if zjP i < PO, zj if zI> 8”). 
Obviously that boundary element is determined up to --equivalence. Let V; coin- 
cide at this boundary point, thus by (8) on entire common domain, with one, thus 
every, V,f with s such that si >s,-, , /?” E E;, and E,f intersects ET, thus intersects 
it in the boundary element. 
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Now we have 

For all S, t E X, 1 <j < n, Vi and P’: coincide on common domain. (10) 

The only case for which this has not yet been established is the case where 1 <j < n 
and /I” is neither in the domain of Vj”, nor in that of v,!. We can always find I’,’ 
that has p” in its domain, and contains the entire domains of VT and V,!. Both I’: 
and P’j must coincide with V;, thus with each other on common domain. 

Because of the absence of maximal and minimal outcomes, for every j the union 
of the domains E,? is the entire %‘; by (lo), V,?(a), whenever defined, is independent 
of the superindex z. Hence we can leave out the superindexes to get V, : V + [w for 
,j= 1, . . . . n. 

OBSERVATION 15. Note that in Stage 1 the choices of locations were fully 
arbitrary, as was the choice of the scale through I’;‘(/?‘), as long as V;‘(fl’) > Vi’@“). 
A rereading of the proof shows that given these choices the additive value functions 
are fully determined, and that they are interval scales. 

Finally we show that every V, represents + on %‘. Let a, p E %. We can find an 
E’ with three or more essential coordinates and with CI, fl E E,‘. By monotonicity 
tX+p-z picr+zpj/?. On E’, V,, . . . . I’,, are additive value functions, hence zPj~ 3 
Z-lb o vj(a) 2 vi(B). I 

3.5. The Global Additive Function is Not Only Locally, but Also Globally, Repre- 
sent ing 

It has been overlooked several times in the literature that at this stage it may not 
yet be concluded that ( I’,);= r are global additive value functions, i.e., additive value 
functions on the entire set A’. Only for alternatives X, y from a same E’ the 
equivalence [x+-v o C V,(xj) > 1 P’,( y,)] has been established so far. Wakker 
(1989b, Remark 111.7.8) shows that for general subsets of Cartesian products, even 
if these subsets are connected and “full-dimensional,” the step from local to global 
additive representation may go wrong. It may for general subsets of Cartesian 
products happen that two “remote” elements X, y of X are equivalent, but their 
V-value is different. In our present context global representation will nevertheless be 
demonstrated. The E”s turn out to have “sufficient overlap.” The general idea is to 
construct for, say, equivalent and remote alternatives X, y, a sequence of alter- 
natives .x0, . . . . xm on the equivalence class of X, y so that x0=x, x”’ = y, and every 
subsequent pair xi, .X j+ ’ lies within one common E’. The latter will guarantee that 
V assigns the same value to each pair xi, xi+‘, thus to x0 = x and .P = y. The 
actual construction of the sequence is a tedious process that can be carried out in 
several ways. Details are provided in the proof below. 

LEMMA 16. V is representing on the set {x E X : x, > X, ~I }. 

Proof Let .X 3 y be in {v E X : v, > v,-- I }. We start the proof by describing a 
procedure to transform x into an equivalent x’ that has the same V-value as x and 
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that is “closer” to y in the sense that x’ has at least one more coordinate identical 
to y than x. The procedure can be applied whenever there is a coordinate i for 
which xj<yi. A special case of the procedure can be recognized in the proof of 
Lemma VI.7.10 in Wakker (1989b). A first reason for the generalization needed here 
is that in the present nontopological setup there does not have to exist a “certainty- 
equivalent” for each alternative; for instance in Example 111.6.8 of Wakker (1989b), 
where one can also consider the rank-ordered subset, there does not exist a 
certainty equivalent for (&, 0). A second reason is that the constant alternatives 
are not contained in an E” with three or more essential coordinates, and contrary 
to Wakker (1989b) these are the only E”s considered here. 

The Procedure for Transforming x into the Direction of y 

Beginning of procedure. See Fig. 3. Suppose x,< y,. Let us take the smallest 
such i (so the most preferred of those xi’s). Note that either i is 1, or x,<yi=$ 
y;- i <xi- 1 and y, < xk for all k < i. By monotonicity there must be xj > yj. Let us 
take the largest such j. Either j is n, or xj > y, > y,+ , +xj+ i and y, & xk for all 
k >j. We shall increase xi and decrease xi, thus kind of move into the direction of 
y, in a way to stay within the equivalence class of x. Note that xPi,j yi, yj E X. If 
xPLj yj, y,+x then by restricted solvability we can find xi between xi and yj such 
that x’ = (xi, . . . . XL) := .xpjjx:, Y,““. 

If xPi,, yi, yj< y then by restricted solvability we can find xi between xj and yj 
such that x’ = (x’, , . . . . x;) := xp;,jyi, x;-x. 

In any case we have: both x and x’ are in E’ for L := x-~,~x,, yj, further, as we 
shall show below, this z has z1 > zn _ 1. Thus x and X’ have the same V-value. 

Let us next show that xi > XL _ I and, for z as above, z, > Z, _ i. First we consider 
some, not mutually exclusive, cases, and derive observations implying the desired 
preferences. Then we show that these cases are exhaustive. The notation 
{a.j, b,} + cj means that both ai+ c, and b, 3 ci. 

Case 1. {i,j} n { 1, H--l)=@. Then (.u;,x:,~~)=(x~,x,_,)=(;~,=~~,). 

Case 2. i<jand i#n-1. Then {x~,zl}~xI>x,~l~{x~~I,z,~l). 

Case 3. j=l or i=n-1. Then {~~;,~,}~y,>y,_,B(x~_,,z,_~}. 

Case 4. j=n-1 and i=n. Then x;=x,>x,_,>x~_, and z~=x,>x,-~> 
yn-l=zn-,. 

Let us show that this covers all possibilities. Suppose we are not in Case 1. Then 
i=l or i=n-1 orj=l orj=n-1. i=l has been dealt with in Case2 above, 
i = n - 1 or j = 1 in Case 3, j = n - 1 either in Case 2 or in Case 4. End of procedure. 

Since both x and x’ in the above procedure are contained in one same E’, their 
equivalence implies equality of their V-value. The procedure can be continued as 
long as there is a coordinate i for which xi < yi. At each step of the procedure, at 
least one more coordinate becomes identical to one of y, thus after at most n times 
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a. Coordinate i.To the left 
of i, the x-coordinates 
are weakly preferred to 
the y-coordinates. 

x 
j xj 

I) 

' is 
between 

b. Coordinate j. To the right 
of j, the y-coordinates 
are weakly preferred to 
the x-coordinates. 

x 
x “. X..Y Y 

j -%I 1’ , 

X1. 
x’ 

1 
=,=y.. z. T,. 

3 

Xj+l I I 
xi= z, b 

1 x’=y xi-I= zi.l I 1 i-th axis 

3. The transformation from x to y takes place in the i,j plane, where 
i,j have been taken so that (Yi,yj) is contained in the (n-)set 
EIxEy,We follow the equivalence class of x until it hits, as 
first, either coordinate Y1, as it does in the picture, or coordi- 
nate Yj. Then we stop, the point reached is called x'. We have not 

z = 
crossed the border of Ei"Ej,so X ' and x lie within E'. 

In the picture X. .Y y l x.This is the reason that the equi- -I,3 it j 

valence class of x has hit Yi before it hits Yj. 

FIG. 3. The procedure for transforming x into the direction of y. 

lid lines indicate strict preferences, dashed lines weak preferences. 

the procedure must stop. Then all coordinates of the resulting alternative must be 
weakly preferred to those of y. If x is equivalent to y then so must the obtained 
alternative be, so by monotonicity all its coordinates must be equivalent to those 
of y. Since by Lemma 14 the V;s represent >/ on %‘, V,(x, ) = V,( y, ) follows for all 
j. Hence V(x) = V(y). If x is strictly preferred to y then so is the obtained alter- 
native, so by monotonicity it must have at least one coordinate strictly preferred to 
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y, and V(x) > V(y) follows. So x > y * V(x) > V(y), x wy * V(x) = V(y). This 
implies that V is representing. 1 

LEMMA 17. V is representing on the entire X. 

ProoJ: We shall show x > y o V(x) > V(y). 
First suppose x > y. To show is that V(x) > V(y). By Lemma 11 we can 

“decrease” coordinates n and n - 1 of x somewhat, and “increase” coordinate 1 of 
y somewhat, under preservation of the strict preference. The desired V-inequality 
then follows from Lemmas 16 and 14. We have established 

x>y* V(x)> V(y). (11) 

Since 3 is a weak order we now also have 

V(x)> V(y)*x>.v, V(x) > V(Y) *x?=y, V(x)= v(y)axNy. (12) 

For V to be representing, we must exclude the case [x my and V(x) > V(y)]. 
Suppose V(x) > V(y). We show that x > y. There must be a coordinate j with 
Vj(xi) > Vj(yj). We take the largest of such Js. So either j is n, or 

x,>YjkYj+lbxj+l. (13) 

(Compare Fig. 3b.) It suffices to find an xJ strictly between X, and yj, “close 
enough” to xj to give V(xPjxJ) > V(y). (Note that, if j < n, then by (13) x;> xi+ i 
so that indeed X-~X;E X.) Then by (12), x-,x; 3 y, and by monotonicity x > y 
follows. The remainder of this proof constructs x;. The construction is technical. 

Say j < n. The case j > 1 can (and the case j = n must) be treated in a different but 
analogous manner. One can then construct a “line measure stick” vi > w, on coor- 
dinate 1 with wi 3 {xi, yi }, to be used analogously to the “fine measure stick” 
u, > w, on coordinate n as constructed below. 

There exist (x,, y,} $ IX’ > y”. We will inductively define ak > yk such that 

0-c vn(ak+’ I- WYk’% CVn(ak)- Vn(Yk)l/2. 

For every ozk>yk there exists fi strictly between ak, yk, If V,(mk)- V,(p)> 
V,(B) - V,,(y”) then we take ak+’ := /?, yk+ ’ := yk. In the other case we take 
fgf+1 := &, yk+’ := /j. 

We take k so large that, with v, := ak, w, := fik, 

V(x)- V(Y)’ v”(h)- Vn(w,). (14) 

If xdjyj+y (note that, because of (13), xPj y, is contained in X) then by 
monotonicity x > y follows immediately. So suppose y >- xej yj. This by (11) 
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implies V(J,) > V(x jyi), which implies the first inequality below. The second 
is (14). 

> V(x) - V(y) > v,(t),) - Vn(M',). (15) 

It follows that x~~,,~x,, u,>x -,,” x,, u’,,+.Y~~,~ yj, u,, the latter preference by (15) 
and (12). By restricted solvability there must exist an CY such that ~~~~~~ CI, u, h 
x ~,,n x,, M’, By monotonicity CI < xi. In the present Case 2 there exists XJ strictly 
between x, and c(, by monotonicity .x~~,~x;, u,,>.Y~,,.x~, MI,,. By (11) we get 
Vn(u,) - V,(w,) > V,(x,) - V,(x;). This and (14) implies the inequality in 
V(x) - V(y) > V,(.x,) - V,(xi.) = V(x) - V(xPjxJ). Subtracting right-hand side from 
left-hand side gives V(x -,x;) - V(y) > 0. m 

The following, easily derivable from the above proof, is used below. It is an 
analogue of Lemma 11. 

The range of each V, is dense within its convex hull. (16) 

To wit, let j< n. As above, j> 1 is analogous. Let V,(.X~) > V,(y,). Analogously to 
the above proof, we can construct u,, w,, with V,(IJ,) - V,,()V~) > 0 arbitrarily small. 
Next we can construct a “standard-sequence” y;, y:, 4;?, . . . . with first element 
yp := yj such that V,(yj”)- V,(y,“)= V,(u,)- V,,(w,) for all k. By the 
Archimedean axiom the part of the standard sequence not preferred to X, is 
finite, for the last such y: we have V,(y,“)- V,(x,)< V,,(un) - V,(u,,). Since 
V,(t),,) - V,t(wn) > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, (16) follows. 

3.6. Maximal and/or Minimal Outcomes 

Now we turn to the complement within Case 2 of Case 2.1: 

Case 2.2 (The Maxmin Densely Spaced Case). There exist maximal or minimal 
outcomes. 

%F* := {REV: c1 is neither maximal nor minimal}, and (%‘*)F := (xEX: .u~E%?* 
for all j). By Assumption 8, %? has more than one equivalence class. So %? and %* 
have infinitely many equivalence classes in the present Case 2. Also in Case 2 every 
nonmaximal outcome is dominated by another nonmaximal outcome, and every 
nonminimal outcome dominates another nonminimal outcome. We summarize: 

LEMMA 18. %?‘* has infinite1.v many equivalence classes. There are no outcomes in 
%‘* that are maximal or minimal in G?*. 

Next we show that, on (%?*)F, (i) in Theorem 4(b) is satisfied. 

LEMMA 19. There exist monotonic additive value functions (V,*);= , ,for & on 
w* K. 
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Proof: On (U*):, 3 satisfies: 

l 3 is a weak order. 

l $ satisfies monotonicity. 

l 3 satisfies the Archimedean axiom. 

l 3 satisfies restricted solvability. (By monotonicity the “solving /3” in the 
definition of restricted solvability must be nonmaximal and nonminimal.) 

l 3 satisfies CI. 

l %?* itself has no maximal or minimal outcomes. 

Thus on (%?*): all conditions of Theorem 4(b) are satisfied, as well as the assump- 
tion of absence of maximal/minimal outcomes. The result of Case 2.1, the 
nonmaxmin densely spaced case, applies to (G%*):. [ 

We plan to define, for each j< n and each maximal p, VJp) := sup( V,*(U*)), 
and for each j> 1 and minimal v, Vi(v) : = inf( V;“(%?*)). As a preparation we 
derive the following result. 

LEMMA 20. Zf there exists a maximal outcome then for every j < n, Vj* (%*) is 
bounded above. Zf there exists a minimal outcome then for every j > 1, VT (W* ) is 
bounded below. 

Proof Say p is maximal (minimal v is analogous). Let j< n. Take any 
p>v,>W”Ev. Set xi= p for all 1 6 i<j, xi= v, for all remaining i. If 
X-j,n/1, w,,~x~,~v,,, v, then xPJ, w,<x~~,~v,, v, for any BE%?*; substituting < 
additive value functions gives an upper bound for VT (%‘* ). 

If X-j,nV,, v, < xP,,, P, u’,, < xP,, h, v, then by restricted solvability we find ,u’ 
such that x-~,~ $, v,,-.Y~,,~ p, ~1,. This implies x-~,~ $, v, 3 .~~,,~fi, w, for all 
p E %?*, resulting again in an upper bound for Vj*(%* ). 1 

If PEG?? is maximal, then for all j<n we define V,(p) := sup(VT(W*)). If VE%? 
is minimal, then for all j> 1 we define V,(v) := inf(Vj*(%?*)). If YE%?*, then 
V,(y) := V:(y). As we saw above, V,(N) E R whenever it is defined. 

LEMMA 21. V is an additive representation on X. 

Proof: We show 

x>y- V(x) > V(y). (17) 

First suppose x > y. Let xi, . . . . xi be maximal, xj+ i is not maximal. By Lemma 11 
we can find xJ< xj such that xPjxj E X, xPjx;> y. Next we can analogously 
substitute x;- i < xjP 1, . ..1 x; <xi, to end up with x’ such that still x’ > y. It suffices 
to prove V(x’) > V(y). Analogously we can replace minimal coordinates of y by 
nonminimal coordinates under preservation of the preference, and it suffices to 
prove V(x’) > V(y’). We omit accents, and simply assume that x has no maximal 
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coordinates, and y no minimal coordinates. x must have a nonminimal coordinate 
xi; let us take the maximal i as such. By Lemma 11 we can find nonminimal xi < x, 
such that still x’ := x -ixi >y. It suffices to prove V(x’) > V(y). Note that if we 
replace the minimal coordinates of x’ by nonminimal ones, and the maximal coor- 
dinates of y by nonmaximal ones, then by monotonicity the preference between the 
two is not affected, and by Lemma 19 the V-value of the first is strictly greater than 
the V-value of the second. Since, by the definition of the V,‘s at minimal outcomes, 
V(x’) is the infimum of the associated V-values, and by the definition of the Q’s at 
maximal outcomes, V(y) the supremum of the associated V-values, V(x’) 3 V(J~) 
follows. Obviously (17) also implies 

V(x)> V(y)*x>y. (18) 

Next suppose V(X) > V(y). x cannot have all of its coordinates minimal, so say j 
is the largest coordinate so that xi is not minimal. By (16) we can find a 
nonminimal xj< .xj such that still V(.x -,x;) > V(y). By (18), xPjxj 3 y. By 
monotonicity, x > y. 1 

The following observation prepares for the uniqueness result of Theorem 4(b). 

OBSERVATION 22. Let V be an additive representation for + on X. If p is a maxi- 
mal outcome, then for each j< n, V,(p) = sup( v,(U*)). If v is a minimal outcome, 
then for each j> 1, V,(v)=inf(V,(%*)). 

Proof Let p be a maximal outcome, j < n. At the end of the proof we construct 
an equivalence x-~,~P, w, - x-~,~$, u,, with nonextreme $, v,, w,. This uniquely 
determines V,(p). For minimal outcomes the proof runs analogously. 

So let us finally construct the equivalence xPj,” p, w, - xPi,n p’, v, with p’< p. 
Take any CI < /I < p with c1 nonminimal. Define x : = (p, . . . . p, B, . . . . /I), with the 
jth coordinate the last one equal to ~1. If xPj,n p, cc+x -j,n fi, 8, then we find, by 
restricted solvability, p’ between p and /3 to give xej,” CL, c1- xPjTn p’, /I, and 
obviously set CI = w,, fi = u,. If x -j,n p, CI < x -j,n /?, p, then we find, by restricted 
solvability, w, between c( and fi to give x-~,~F, w, - .x-~,~ b, fi, and obviously set 
/3=p’=v,. 1 

Now Observations 15 and 22 give the uniqueness result of Theorem 4(b) also for 
Case 2. 

4. COMPLETION OF THE MAIN RESULTS IN SUBSECTION 2.4 

4.1. Completion of the Proof of Theorems 4(a) and 4(b) 

Since Theorem 4(a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4(b), we complete 
the proof of the latter. The implication (i) => (ii) is straightforward. The implication 
(ii) =E. (i) has been established in Section 3 for the case of n 2 3 and CI, as well as 
for the equally spaced case; so have the uniqueness results been for these cases. This 
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invoked Example 26 below for the case where %? has exactly two equivalence classes. 
The densely spaced case with generalized triple cancellation remains to be handled. 
As pointed out at the definition of CI, generalized triple cancellation implies CI, so 
for n 2 3 the result follows immediately. Actually, with generalized triple cancella- 
tion instead of CI, the proof can be considerably shortened since Lemma 13 can 
then also be obtained if not -?i > z, ~ i , so that in the remainder of the proof all the 
complications about three essential coordinates for E”s, and strict preferences of 
first over (n - 1) th coordinates, can be ignored. See also below, the reasoning below 
for n = 2 also applies to the general case of n 2 2. 

For n = 2 and the densely spaced case, generalized triple cancellation instead of 
CI is necessary and sufficient, in the presence of the other conditions, to give an 
additive representation on the sets E’. See for instance the end of Section 6.2.4 in 
KLST. Now obviously the requirements that the E”‘s should have three or more 
essential coordinates, or that zi > Z, _ , , can and should be omitted everywhere. The 
work in Lemma 14 can be greatly simplified for n = 2. Stages 3 to 5 can be omitted. 
Also the work in Lemma 16 and Lemma 17 can be greatly simplified: if preference 
between (x,, x2) and (y,,yz) is not governed by monotonicity, say x,>y, and 
xZ<y,, then both alternatives are contained in the same E!, so that additive 
representation is direct from the two-dimensional analogue of Lemma 14. Finally, 
the extension to maximal and minimal outcomes is analogous. 

4.2. Extreme Alternatives: The Proqf of Theorem 3 

First we derive the implication (i)* (ii). Transitivity, completeness, and 
monotonicity are direct. Generalized triple cancellation, hence a fortiori CI, follows 
straightforwardly, either by elimination of cases, or by substitution of the extended 
additive representation. The remarkable property of rank-ordered sets is that 
statement (i) also implies the Archimedean axiom, even if the additive function 
assigns nonlinite values to extreme alternatives; see Fig. 4. Let there be a minimal 
outcome v. Vi is the only additive value function that may assign value -cc to v. 
The only problem with the Archimedean axiom that might be expected from this 
is that there might exist an infinite decreasing standard sequence (c?)p= i on the 
first coordinate, with v as lower bound (and a’ as upper bound). Say we have 
X _ ,,; f.xk, vi-x -- I,icI k + i, wi, k = 1, . . . . with wi > v,. The crucial point is that by rank- 
orderedness wi must be a lower bound for the standard sequence, whereas wi cannot 
be minimal since vi<wi. By the equality O< V,(cc’)- V,(cr*)= I’,(c~~)- Vi(~l~+‘) 
for all k and finiteness of V, (MJ~) the standard sequence cannot be infinite. 
Analogously the existence of a maximal outcome which gets assigned value cc by 
V, will not lead to an infinite standard sequence. 

Next we derive the implication (ii)+(i). By Theorem 4(b) there exists an 
additive representation V on the set with the extreme alternatives excluded. In the 
equally spaced case we can assign to maximal extreme alternatives any value 
strictly greater than the supremum over the other alternatives, by letting V, assign 
to the maximal outcome any value strictly greater than the supremum of I’, over 
the nonmaximal outcomes. Analogously, to a minimal alternative any value strictly 
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FIG. 4. A counterexample to additive representation on a (rank-ordered) subset of a Cartesian 
product. Let H= 2, % = [0, 11, as in Fig. 1. Let + be defined on %‘f. and be represented 
by (x,.xJ~x, xe”. So on U:\{(O, 0)) the preference relation is represented by 
(x,,~~)~ln(x,)+x,,(O,O) is d’ rspreferred to every other alternative. Curves are equivalence classes; 
subsequent equivalence classes differ l/4 as regards the additive representation, so their height difference 
is l/4. Also ln(ak) -ln(c?+‘) is l/4 for all /(. Th e curves get steeper and steeper as they get more 
to the left. Any additive value functions W,, W, would have to satisfy W,(ak)- W,(ak+‘) = 
W,(ak+‘)- W,(ak+‘), so that W, would have to assign value -cc to 0. On a full Cartesian product 
this phenomenon would be excluded by the Archimedean axiom; (ak)$=, would be a “decreasing” 
standard sequence with-(upper bound 1 and) lower bound 0. In the present rank-ordered set any 
decreasing standard sequence is Finite since after a finite number of steps (ak, w2) will cross the border 
of the rank-ordered set, so the Archimedean axiom is satisfied. The strong Archimedean axiom can be 
seen to be violated. 

smaller than the inlimum can be assigned. The reasoning in Subsection 3.1 shows 
that in particular we can let the range be as described in Corollary 7. In the densely 
spaced case we can assign to maximal extreme alternatives any V-value greater/ 
equal the supremum over the other alternatives, by letting V, assign to the maximal 
outcome any value greater/equal the supremum of V, over the nonmaximal out- 
comes. Here a supremum value is not taken by nonmaximal outcomes. The 
supremum may be co. The case of minimal extreme alternatives is analogous; now 
we let V, assign to a minimal outcome any value less/equal the inlimum over the 
nonminimal outcomes, which may be -co. This reasoning also establishes the 
uniqueness results. 

4.3. The Proqf of Theorem 4(c) 

After the definition of the strong Archimedean axiom it was already mentioned 
that the condition is necessary for additive representability, and that it implies the 
Archimedean axiom. So let us finally assume that statement (i) holds in the version 
of Theorem 3 with a maximal outcome with V,-value driven to infinity, i.e., the 

4XO’35’4-Y 
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supremum of V,, over the nonmaximal outcomes is infinite. We show that the 
strong Archimedean axiom is violated. The case where V, assigns value -as to a 
minimal outcome is analogous. 

The equally spaced case is exactly as in Subsection 3.1; here actually the usual 
Archimedean axiom already suffices to obtain a real-valued representation; so 
infinite values as just supposed will even violate the usual Archimedean axiom. 
Hence we shall assume that we are in the densely spaced case. We construct an 
infinite increasing second-order accelerating sequence (&)p= i, obviously bounded 
from above by any maximal outcome, and from below by its first outcome. Take 
any (~8)~~~ such that V,,(&‘“)- Vll(c8+‘)> V,(cc”“)- I’,(&) for all k. Let us 
fix k. By (16) we can take any nonmaximal y>6>ak+* with V,(y)- V,(a)>0 
so small that V,l(~k+Z)- I’,,(&+’ )>4V,(Y)- V,(S))>(l-lNV,(Y)- V,(S))> 
vn(Clk+’ ) - Vn(cck) for some I E N. Set /I’ : = ak, and define a standard sequence by 
equivalences (y, 6, . . . . 6, b”‘) - (6, 6, . . . . S, p”” ’ ). We get /I’> ak + ‘, but there are at 
least 1 p’s between ak+’ and CX~+‘. (ak)Fzl is indeed a second-order accelerating 
sequence. 

4.4. The Proof of Proposition 5, Corollary 6, and Corollary 7 

Corollary 7, and Corollary 6 and Proposition 5 for the equally spaced case, 
follow from the analysis in Subsections 3.1 and 4.2. For the densely spaced case we 
saw that the extended additive representing function can and should assign to each 
maximal alternative any value greater/equal the supremum over the nonmaximal 
alternatives. Analogous results hold for minimal alternatives. This implies Proposi- 
tion 5. For Corollary 6 note that, if a maximal outcome exists, then V2 will assign 
a real value to it so is bounded above. Under proportionality the other additive 
value functions, in particular V, , are bounded above as well. The case of a minimal 
outcome is analogous. Corollary 6 now follows from Proposition 5. 

5. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 

In this section we give some examples and elucidations. 

Remark 23 [Thomsen Condition]. For the case n = 2 we could have replaced 
triple cancellation above by the “Thomsen condition” (see KLST); the usual 
independence condition accompanying these for the case of n = 2 is implied by 
monotonicity. In the presence of the other conditions the Thomsen condition, as 
well as triple cancellation, is equivalent to the existence of an additive representation 
on full Cartesian products, thus on the sets E’; that was the only implication of 
triple cancellation needed in the above theorems. 

Remark 24 [Absence of Tradeoffs for Extreme Outcomes]. The proof in 
Subsection 4.2 already showed complications that may be expected for extreme 
outcomes. On rank-ordered subsets the Archimedean axiom does not prevent the 
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additive representation from being “driven to infinity.” This is illustrated in 
Example 25 below. 

The reason lies in the shape of the particular subset of a Cartesian product that 
we consider, i.e., the subset of rank-ordered alternatives. If x, = p for p maximal, 
then we must have xi - p for all j; if x, = v for v minimal, then we must have xi - v 
for all j. To find out about the difference V,(p) - V,,(a) for any a < p in usual 
additive representation one considers the preference between ~,,a and y _np for 
x7:, ( I’,(x,) - V,(y,)) > 0, to compare CT= ,’ ( V,(X,) - V,(y,)) with V,(p) - V,(a). 
However, in the present rank-ordered context y -,,p is available only if yj 3 p for all 
j, i.e., each yj must be maximal; the latter excludes c,“:: ( Vj(xj)- V,(y,)) > 0. 
Loosely speaking, maximal outcomes on the nth coordinate are never involved in 
tradeoffs, neither are minimal outcomes on the first coordinate. This is the reason 
that for an additive value function V, the value V,,(p) can be arbitrarily increased, 
and that in some cases an additive value function I’,, may have to assign value cx, 
to p. 

EXAMPLE 25 [Extreme Alternatives] 

EXAMPLE 25a (Only lower/upper bound at maximal/minimal extreme alter- 
natives). This example shows that for additive representations on a rank-ordered 
subset, the value at the maximal extreme alternatives of the rank-ordered subset is 
not bounded from above; it can be any value higher than some lower bound. 
Analogously the value at the minimal extreme alternatives of the rank-ordered 
subset is not bounded from below, and can be any value lower than some upper 
bound; so uniqueness results differ from the usual ones on full Cartesian products. 

Let % = [0, 11. Let P’, be identity for all j. ( Vj)J’=, are additive value functions 
for 3 on 97;. 3 is a weak order, it satisfies generalized triple cancellation and 
hence CI, restricted solvability, and the strong Archimedean axiom which implies 
the Archimedean axiom. Any additive representation W of > will on 
q\ { (0, . . . . 01, (1, . ..’ 1) 1 be of the form W= T + aV for real r and positive 0. 
Further W, (0) can be any value <t + aVi(O), and W,,( 1) can be any value 
2r+oV,(l). 

EXAMPLE 25b (Value driven to - cc at minimal extreme alternatives). See Fig. 4 
for the two-dimensional case. This example shows that for additive representations 
on a rank-ordered subset, the value at the minimal elements of the rank-ordered 
subset may be forced to be -co, so that strictly speaking there does not exist an 
additive representation. 

Let V= [0, 11. Let Vj be identity for allj> 1. Forj= 1, on 10, 11, V, is In. Vi(O) 
is left undefined. (Setting V, (0) : = - cc would give an extended additive represen- 
tation.) On %;\{(O, . . . . 0)}, ( Vj);= 1 are additive value functions for 3. Obviously, 
(0, . . . . 0) <x for all x # (0, . . . . 0). 3 is a weak order, satisfies generalized triple can- 
cellation and hence CI, satisfies restricted solvability, and will at the end of this 
example be shown to satisfy the Archimedean axiom. It does not satisfy the strong 
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Archimedean axiom. For any additive representation W of 3, on +3\ (0) the func- 
tion W, will be of the form t + al’/, for real z and positive 6. Hence there does not 
exist an additive representation on the entire %?F; W, (0) would have to be - co, i.e., 
smaller than any real number. 

Let us now show that the Archimedean axiom nevertheless holds. See again 
Fig. 4. It is easy to see that a bounded standard sequence a’, c?, . . . . must be finite 
if it is on coordinate 2 or higher, and also that it must be finite if it is increasing 
(a k+l>ak) on coordinate 1. So let x-r iak, v~-x~,.~~~+‘, wi for all k= 1,2, . . . . 
with all involved alternatives contained ‘in X, and v,< wi to have the standard 
sequence decreasing. We have wi > vi so wi > 0; substituting the additive value func- 
tions shows that Vk: ln(ak) -ln(clk+’ - ) - wi- vi. The crucial point is that every 
involved alternative must be rank-ordered, so that xk 3 wi for all k. Hence the 
length of the standard sequence cannot be larger than 1 - ln(wi)/(wi - vi). 

Obviously, there do exist infinite bounded second-order accelerating sequences. 
For example, such a second-order accelerating sequence (tl“)F=, can be defined by 
ln(ak)-In(akf’)=wi-u, for all k, with, say, al-l, vi=O, w,=$ For each ak+2, 
ak+1,aksomeO<vj<w~<ak+2 can be found to give, loosely speaking, a “measure 
stick” on coordinate 2 such that for some integer I, ln(ak ) - ln(ak + ’ ) = 
ln(ak+‘)-ln(aki2 - ) - l(w; - vi). Equivalences involving appropriate outcomes 
between akf2 and ak show that the ak’s form a second-order accelerating sequence. 
Actually this can be called a second-order standard sequence. 

EXAMPLE 25c (Value driven to co at maximal extreme alternatives). This exam- 
ple shows that for additive representations on a rank-ordered subset, the value at 
the maximal elements of the rank-ordered subset may be forced to be co, so that 
there does not exist an additive representation in the usual sense. 

We vary with respect to Example 25b by setting V, = . .. = V,-, = identity, 
V,:a++ l/(1 -a) on [0, l[, T/,(l) undefined. (Setting T/,(l) := co would give an 
extended additive representation.) On %‘F\ { (1, . . . . 1 )}, (I’,);= 1 are additive value 
functions for 3, further (1, . . . . 1) > x for all x E gF\ { (1, . . . . 1 )}. 3 is a weak order, 
satisfies generalized triple cancellation and hence CT, satisfies restricted solvability, 
and can be seen to satisfy the Archimedean axiom, analogously to Example 25b. 
Now any increasing standard sequence on coordinate n can be seen to be finite 
since it cannot exceed a wi < 1 because of rank-orderedness. For any additive 
representation W of >, on G??\ ( 1) the function W,, will be of the form r + al’/, for 
real t and positive c. Hence there does not exist an additive representation on the 
entire %?F ; W,,(l) would have to be cc, i.e., larger than any real number. Again, the 
strong Archimedean axiom can be seen to be violated. 

Let us comment more on Examples 25b and 25~. Additive representation is 
equivalent to multiplicative representation with positive real numbers. The case 
where an additive value function is driven to -cc, as in Example 25b, can be 
modeled multiplicatively by taking exponent; e.g., set (xi, . . . . x,) H x1 x 
ex2 x . . x e”n in Example 25b. So the additive value -co is replaced by the 
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multiplicative value 0. The case where an additive value function is driven to co, as 
in Example 25c, can also be modeled multiplicatively, by taking minus exponent 
of minus the additive representation. Then the additive value cc is replaced by the 
multiplicative value 0. However, it may also happen that simultaneously the 
additive value function V, is forced to be -co at a minimal outcome, and the 
additive value function V, is forced to be ix, at a maximal outcome. Then no 
multiplicative representation exists. 

Next we turn to the case where W has exactly two equivalence classes. 

EXAMPLE 26 [Two Equivalence Classes of Outcomes]. Let %? = ‘#+ u VP . All 
elements of W+ are - ‘-equivalent, as well as all elements of 5% ; each element of V+ 
is strictly preferred to each element of K X consists of all elements of V” that have 
all coordinates up to some coordinate j, (0 <j < n if extreme alternatives are not 
included, 0 <j d n if they are) in 9?+, and all subsequent coordinates in 5%. Let + 
be a weak order on X. Monotonicity uniquely determines 3 as follows. If, for two 
elements of X, j as described above is identical, the elements are equivalent, in the 
other case the element with the larger j is strictly preferred. All conditions of state- 
ment (ii) of Theorems 4(b), 4(c), and 3 are satisfied, as well as CI and restricted 
solvability. (V,)J’= i are additive value functions if and only if every V, is constant 
on%‘,, and is “smaller’‘-constant on K So any V, is an ordinal (=interval) scale, 
and can be transformed independently of the other additive value functions. V is an 
ordinal scale. This implies that V is an interval scale if and only if its range has no 
more than two elements, which holds true if and only if X= %‘f\ {extreme 
alternatives) and n < 3. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Additive representation results have been provided for rank-ordered subsets of 
Cartesian products. Contrary to what has often been thought, these results show 
characteristics different from additive representation on full Cartesian products, and 
solid proofs are more complicated than has usually been supposed. 
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